Copyright Permissions Read Across Iowa 2024

From Grapes to Jelly, Amicus Publishing

If you are an educator, librarian or bookshop and would like to use our books to create and share read-aloud videos Amicus Publishing permits use according to the following guidelines:

Start your reading with "read by permission from Amicus Publishing" and please be sure to read the name(s) of the author and illustrator.

Please share your link or event – either tag amicus_publishing on Instagram, Amicus on Facebook, or email sales@thecreativecompany.us with the details (not required but encouraged).

Bread Lab, Readers to Eaters Publisher

Below is our permission policy:

- Acknowledge reading is done with "permission from READERS to EATERS" and mention authors & illustrators.
- Please provide us with the link when the video is up. (We’d love to share it!)
- Please tag our social media when possible, at:
  - Twitter: @ReadersToEaters
  - Facebook: @ReadersToEaters
- This video material cannot be made for sale.
- This is a limited access permission during the virus shutdown. We reserve the right to request deletion of the video by 9/30/24.

My Family’s Dairy Farm, Iowa Agriculture Literacy Foundation

Meg and the Eggstraordinary Egg

Permission is granted to read aloud, record a video of reading and to create a Storywalk®

Please take videos down 30 days after the original post.

How to Make Ice Cream in a Bag: A 4D Book (Hands-On Science Fun) – Capstone Publishing

While we cannot grant permission for recordings of our titles to be posted online, on any public or private platform, for any length of time, we are happy to grant non-exclusive permission to live-stream read alouds, when the following conditions are met:

- The reading is done in a closed (private) live stream that is not recorded or archived.
- The reading is a one-time, non-dramatic reading of the book, intended for educational and non-commercial purposes only.
- The reading shall not be publicly shared or broadcast on social media platforms, unless posted “Unlisted” (not public), and shall not be used as a means to generate income via advertising or any other fee.
• Videos on platforms that auto-archive are immediately deleted (e.g. Facebook Live).
• Credit is given to the author(s), illustrator(s), and Capstone.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider. For the full non-discrimination statement or accommodation inquiries, go to www.extension.iastate.edu/diversity/ext